This paper has investigated the mesoscale structure and evolution of a Meiyu/Baiu front and precipitation along the front observed in the downstream region of the Yangtze River on 21 June 2002 by using data from intensive observations of upper-air, surface, and five Doppler radars, as well as GMS IR and GANAL re-analysis data. It is found that the front collocated with a large-scale wind shear line. The frontal zone was characterized by a subsynoptic-scale low-level jet (LLJ) to the south and a thermally direct circulation in the middle troposphere south of the surface front.
Introduction
The Meiyu/Baiu front is a quasi-stationary frontal system that develops and extends from the inland of China to Japan. As the Meiyu/Baiu front is the most important rain-producing system in these regions from late spring to early summer and has a great impact on regional-scale water cycles and climates, the structure and evolution of the Meiyu/Baiu front and associated precipitation systems have been one of the most important research topics.
Many studies have illustrated large scale and mesoscale features of the active Meiyu/Baiu front triggering vigorous convection (e.g., Ding 1992; Ninomiya and Akiyama 1992; Chen 2004) . These studies indicated that strong convection forms over the low-level convergence zone associated with the front. It also takes place with the presence of a mid-tropospheric shortwave trough and mid-and upper-tropospheric divergence over the frontal zone. The lower-and mid-tropospheric atmosphere south of the front is usually potentially unstable. On the other hand, there often exist inactive phases of the Meiyu/Baiu front (Akiyama 1990) . During inactive phases, the Meiyu/Baiu frontal disturbances are weak and relatively dry Meiyu/Baiu fronts are observed (e.g., Chen et al. 1989; Chen and Hui 1990; 1992) . For the dry Meiyu/Baiu front, only weak or little convection is found over the front. It is apparently important to know how a relatively weak and inactive Meiyu/Baiu front develops into the strong and active one inducing the formation of intense convection. However, very few observational studies have documented mesoscale developing processes related to the activation of the Meiyu/Baiu front.
It is well known that the synoptic-scale structure and dynamics of the Meiyu/Baiu front are largely di¤erent over distinct geographic locations (e.g., Chen and Chang 1980; Kato 1985; Ninomiya and Muraki 1986) . Previous studies indicated that the Meiyu/Baiu front is characterized by a strong horizontal temperature gradient near Japan, whereas it is characterized by a weak horizontal temperature gradient and a strong lower-tropospheric horizontal wind shear over China. Such a large-scale alongfrontal variation in the frontal structure accounts for the di¤erence in cloud features between the western and the eastern Meiyu/Baiu front (Akiyama 1989; Akiyama 1990 ). On the other hand, Ninomiya and Akiyama (1992) emphasized the multi-scale features of the Meiyu/Baiu front. They pointed out that synoptic-scale and mesoscale motions were interacting with each other around the Meiyu/Baiu frontal zone. Their study implies that the Meiyu/ Baiu front could evolve with a distinct mesoscale structure along the front. In contrast to the largescale variability along the Meiyu/Baiu front, much less attention has been paid to the mesoscale alongfrontal variability of the Meiyu/Baiu frontal zone.
Heavy rainfall is often induced by the Meiyu/ Baiu front both in China and Japan. While favorable large-scale conditions take place over a much larger area, the heavy rainfall during the Meiyu/ Baiu season often occurs within a small region of the area. For example, many studies have emphasized the close relationship between a low-level jet (LLJ) and the heavy rainfall over the Meiyu/Baiu front (e.g., Matsumoto et al. 1971; Ninomiya and Akiyama 1974; Ogura et al. 1985; Ninomiya 2000) , because the LLJ induces large-scale convergence on its northern side and transports warm and moist air from the south at low levels (Ninomiya and Akiyama 1992) . The LLJ usually refers to low-level winds south of the front with their speeds greater than 12 m s À1 and it is frequently located at altitudes of 1.5@3 km (Ding 1992) . Some other studies, however, pointed out that the LLJ sometimes only induces a heavy rainfall in a limited region and fails to produce it in the neighboring region along the Meiyu/Baiu front (e.g., Chen and Li 1995; Li et al. 1997) . Such a situation has caused the forecast for the heavy rainfall in some places based on the presence of the LLJ and the expected frontal passage to be wrong. Nevertheless, very few studies have analyzed variable e¤ects of the LLJ on the distinct convective organization along the Meiyu/Baiu front in a limited region.
The internal structure of the Meiyu/Baiu front and mesoscale convective systems developing during the Meiyu/Baiu seasons have been studied for a long time by using Doppler radar observation in Japan (e.g., Ishihara et al. 1995; Takahashi et al. 1996; Moteki et al. 2004) , Korea (e.g., Kim and Lee 2006) , China (e.g., Yamada et al. 2003; Geng et al. 2004) , and Taiwan (e.g., Trier et al. 1990; Ray et al. 1991; Lin et al. 1992) . During TAMEX (Taiwan Area Mesoscale Experiment), aircraft observations were also conducted to investigate the Meiyu/Baiu frontal convective systems (e.g., Jorgensen and LeMone 1989; Jorgensen et al. 1991) . Most convective systems during the Meiyu/Baiu season possess linear structures. One interesting finding from previous studies is that strong convective systems often occur over a shallow Meiyu/Baiu front with a depth of 0.5@1.0 km (e.g., Trier et al. 1990; Geng et al. 2004) . In a review of past researches on the Meiyu/Baiu front, Chen (2004) pointed out that the convective updrafts and cores observed in the Meiyu/Baiu front were comparable in size and strength with those measured in GATE (Global Atmospheric Research Program Atlantic Tropical Experiment) and hurricanes but much weaker than those measured in the Continental Thunderstorm Project. However, although previous studies have investigated various aspects of the internal structure and evolution of the Meiyu/Baiu front and mesoscale convective systems developing around the front, there are no studies that have used the Doppler radar observation to compare various convective systems that occurred along the same Meiyu/Baiu front within several hundred kilometers. Consequently, distinct convective organization along the Meiyu/Baiu front associated with the mesoscale along-frontal variation of the Meiyu/Baiu frontal zone has not been analyzed yet from the Doppler radar observation.
On 21 June 2002, a Meiyu/Baiu front was observed in the downstream region of the Yangtze River. This case was interesting because the front developed from a weak and dry front into a vigorous one inducing a strong convective rainband, with di¤erent frontal and precipitation structures in the western part from those in the eastern part of the downstream region of the Yangtze River. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the variable along-frontal structure and the evolution of the frontal zone and mesoscale convective systems. The analyzed results are used to discuss and illustrate processes related to the distinct mesoscale development of the front and convective systems along the front in the downstream region of the Yangtze River. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will present a description of the data and analysis method used in this study. In section 3, a large scale overview and ambient atmospheric stratifications are provided. The structure and evolution of the surface and upper-air frontal zone are described in sections 4 and 5, respectively, by using surface and upper-air observations. In section 6, Doppler radar observations are used to examine the fine structure and evolution of the front and convective systems along the front. A discussion will be presented in section 7, followed by summary and conclusions in section 8.
Data and analysis method
During the Meiyu/Baiu season of 2002, intensive observations were conducted in the downstream region of the Yangtze River. In addition to routine observations, special upper-air, surface, as well as Doppler radar observations have also been conducted during the intensive observational period. Data employed in this study were from intensive upper-air, surface, and Doppler radar observations. Also, synoptic weather charts and GANAL (Global Objective Analysis) data from the Japan Meteorological Agency and satellite infrared images from the Weather Satellite Image Archive, Kochi University were used. Figure 1 shows geographical characteristics around the Yangtze River. The locations of radiosonde stations and Doppler radars are also shown in Fig. 1 . The section of the front observed in the downstream region of the Yangtze River from about 117 E to 122 E is the main target of this paper. According to characteristics of the front and convective activities along the front, this section could be divided into two parts approximately separated by 119.5 E. Hereafter, these two parts will be referred to as the western part and the eastern part of the downstream region of the Yangtze River, respectively.
Routine upper-air sounding data were at 12-h intervals. In fifteen sounding stations that cover the middle and downstream regions of the Yangtze River (see filled black circles in Fig. 1 ), upper-air sounding observations were conducted at 6-h intervals. In order to make mesoscale analyses, the method shown by Chen and Li (1995) in processing TAMEX data has been used to interpolate upperair sounding data into grids at constant pressure surfaces from the 1000-hPa level to the 100-hPa level. Like Chen and Li (1995) , the horizontal interval was 80 km and the vertical interval was 50 hPa.
The successive corrections technique developed by Cressman (1959) was used for the interpolation of upper-air data, with GANAL data (1:25 Â 1:25 ) being used as initial guess fields. Then, the vertical p velocity was computed from variational integration of the continuity equation (O'Brien 1970) . Surface data, which were at 3-h intervals, were objectively interpolated into grids of 40 km Â 40 km by using Barnes' objective analysis scheme (Barnes 1964) .
Data from five Doppler radars were used to ana-lyze the internal structure of the front and convective systems. As shown in Fig. 1 , the HF and MA radars were located in the western part of the downstream region of the Yangtze River. The HF radar was an S-band Doppler radar and the MA radar was a C-band Doppler radar. They were both operational radars of Chinese Meteorological Administration. Three X-band Doppler radars, the DS, WX, and ZZ radars, were brought from Japan and installed in the eastern part of the downstream region of the Yangtze River. All Doppler radars performed volume scans at six-minute intervals. Volume scans from the HF and MA radars were used to retrieve threedimensional reflectivity and wind fields in the domain labeled W, while volume scans from the DS, WX, and ZZ radars were used to retrieve threedimensional reflectivity and wind fields in the domain labeled E as show in Fig. 1 . Hereafter, these two domains will be referred to as the western and eastern domains for the Doppler radar analysis, respectively. The Meiyu/Baiu front has passed through both the western and eastern domains. Evidently, the Doppler radar analysis could reveal characteristics of the front and associated precipitation both in the western and eastern parts of the downstream region of the Yangtze River.
Doppler radar data were processed as follows. The removal of noise and the correction of folded Doppler velocities were performed in radar coordinates. Radar data were then interpolated to Cartesian grids using a Cressman (1959) weighting scheme. The horizontal grid interval was 1 km and the vertical grid interval was 0.5 km. Horizontal and vertical air motions were calculated from radial velocities in Cartesian grids after e¤ects of particle fall speeds estimated from the reflectivity (Bigger-sta¤ and Houze 1991) were initially removed. All winds in this paper were ground relative. A variational method described by Gao et al. (1999) and Shimizu and Maesaka (2007) was employed for retrieving three dimensional winds. The parameter settings used in this study were the same as those used by Gao et al. (1999) .
The accuracy of the vertical velocity derived from multiple-Doppler radar observations is worthy of concern. Vertical velocity is usually obtained by vertical integration of the mass continuity equation. After the removal of noise and the correction of folded Doppler velocities, error sources particularly important in the vertical wind computation come from boundary condition errors due to data voids in the lower or upper regions of the storm observed by Doppler radars (Ray et al. 1980) . The variational method used in this study applies the mass continuity equation as a weak constraint, so that the explicit setting of boundary conditions for the vertical velocity and the explicit integration of the mass continuity equation are avoided. As a result, error accumulation in the vertical velocity has been reduced. Nevertheless, errors could still exist in the vertical velocity even though the variational method has been applied. As a result, the reasonability of the vertical velocity derived from this study has been judged carefully by citing previous observational and numerical studies. Furthermore, the main purpose of this study is to compare distinct convection developed in di¤erent parts of a Meiyu/Baiu front. Therefore, the value of the vertical velocity is discussed in this study in some sense more relatively.
Large scale overview and ambient atmospheric stratifications
Characteristics of large scale conditions in this case resembled those of a typical Meiyu/Baiu front (e.g., Ding 1992; Chen 2004) . Surface weather maps for 0200 LST (¼ UTC þ 8 h) and 0800 LST 21 June are shown in Fig. 2 . An east-west-oriented Meiyu/Baiu front extended from the inland of China to Japan. In the downstream region of the Yangtze River, the front evolved between a high pressure cell centered in the Northeastern China and a subtropical high with its center being located to the south of Japan. The front also collocated with a trough extending eastward from a low pressure centered around (29 N, 104-105 E). Figure 3 shows synoptic weather maps at 850 hPa and 500 hPa for 0800 LST 21 June. Figure  3a indicates that the frontal zone was characterized by an area of copious moisture (the dotted area in the figure) extended along the front. Meanwhile, a subsynoptic-scale (@ 2000 km) LLJ with wind speed greater than 12 m s À1 was observed south of the front at the 850-hPa level. Note that the LLJ collocated with warm and moist air. At the 500-hPa level (Fig. 3b) , a low pressure existed around (43 N, 133 E). To the south of the low pressure, the horizontal gradient of geopotential height was intense and stronger northwesterly winds with their speeds greater than 20 m s À1 were found. It is evident that the front was associated with a large-scale wind shear and a confluent zone from the surface to the 500-hPa level.
Although extended cloud developed along the front, it is noted that convection along the front over the downstream region of the Yangtze River was inactive at 0200 LST ( Fig. 2a ). At this time, satellite infrared imagery indicated that few cold IR clouds existed along the front in this region. A cloud cluster developed south of the front around (31 N, 118 E) in mountain areas (see Fig. 1 ) favoring the formation of convective systems during the Meiyu/Baiu season (e.g., Ding 1992) . Some cold IR clouds were also observed north of the front around (110-120 E). By 0800 LST, a rainband developed along the front over the downstream region of the Yangtze River (Fig. 2b) . The rainband was a meso-a-scale convective system (Orlanski 1975) . Note that the rainband was featured by the TBB (equivalent blackbody temperature) as low as À65 C in the western part. Ambient atmospheric stratifications (i.e. vertical structures of atmospheric temperature and humidity) ahead of the front before the formation and development of the rainband along the front are shown in Fig. 4 by using data from upper-air soundings for 0200 LST at Nanjing (NJ) and Shanghai (SH). As shown in Fig. 1 , the sounding at NJ could reveal atmospheric stratifications in the western part, while the sounding at SH could reveal those in the eastern part of the downstream region of the Yangtze River.
The NJ sounding indicates that the western part was characterized by a deep layer of moisture extending from the surface to about 450 hPa (Fig.  4a ). The height of the level of free convection (LFC) for a lifting air parcel from the surface was at 873 hPa (@ 1.2 km). The convective available potential energy (CAPE) and convective inhibition (CIN) were 616 J kg À1 and À12 J kg À1 , respectively. In the eastern part, the SH sounding showed similar profiles of temperature and dew point temperature as those in the western part ( Fig. 4b ).
There also existed a deeper moisture layer from the surface. On the other hand, a lower LFC (@ 0.7 km), larger CAPE (@ 985 J kg À1 ), and smaller CIN (@ À7 J kg À1 ) were observed in the eastern part. It is of interest to note that the ambient atmospheric stratifications analyzed above imply that convection would have a more chance to develop intensively in the eastern part. Nevertheless, as will be analyzed in the following sections of the paper, both the front and convection were stronger in the western part than those in the eastern part of the downstream region of the Yangtze River.
In both the western and eastern parts, it is noted that the shape of the positive area (or CAPE) was tall and skinny. According to Lucas et al. (1994) , such a thermal structure of the environment would be more favorable for the formation of convection with relatively deep, but weak updrafts.
Structure and evolution of the surface front
The structure and evolution of surface winds, divergence, and relative vorticity around the front are shown in Fig. 5 . The frontal position has been de- termined mainly based on the strong gradient of equivalent potential temperatures (see Fig. 6 ) with supplementary information from winds. At 2300 LST 20 June, the front was located within a wind shift line, with east-northeasterly winds and mostly southeasterly winds immediately to the north and south, respectively ( Fig. 5a ). As mentioned earlier, the front was inactive before 0200 LST 21 June. In fact, the front was characterized by weak positive oped along the front, with a maximum larger than 4 Â 10 À5 s À1 being located around (32.5 N, 117.0 E) ( Fig. 5d ). The divergence field observed at the surface indicates that convergence along the front was weak (@ À1:5 Â 10 À5 s À1 ) at 2300 LST 20 June (Fig.  5a ). By 0200 LST 21 June, convergence began to intensify along the front, with the most significant intensification of convergence in areas just north of the front (Fig. 5b) . It is noted that the timing when convergence began to increase (@ 0200 LST) was earlier than the timing when the positive vorticity along the front started intensifying (@ 0500 LST). By 0800 LST, a strong core of convergence formed along the front (outlined by the 6 Â 10 À5 s À1 isopleth in Fig. 5d ).
While the development of convergence along the front from 0200 LST was associated with both divergent southeasterly flow south of the front and divergent northeasterly flow north of the front, it is evident from Fig. 5 that stronger convergence existed north of the front and was accompanied by the intensification of northeasterly winds in a broad area. Especially, a convergence core (@ À3 Â 10 À5 s À1 ) formed just ahead (south) of the strongest northeasterly flow (Fig. 5b ). On the other hand, it is noted that a divergence core developed further to the north around 34 N (Figs. 5b-c). Accompanying the development of the divergence core, northeasterly and east-southeasterly winds intensified simultaneously to the south and north of the divergence core, respectively. During the intensification of northeasterly winds north of the front, a wide area of cold air was moving toward the front from the north (Fig. 6 ). As a result, thermal contrast across the front intensified, though the intensified thermal contrast was weaker as compared to polar fronts. By 0800 LST, it is noted that the front in the western part of the downstream region of the Yangtze River was associated with stronger vertical vorticity and horizontal convergence (Fig. 5d ), higher thermal contrast ( Fig. 6d ) and colder IR temperature ( Fig. 2b ). Needless to say, both the front and associated convection underwent a stronger development in the western part than those in the eastern part of the downstream region of the Yangtze River.
Upper-air structure and evolution around the frontal zone
In this section, upper-air sounding data, which have been objectively processed into three dimensional grids, were used to analyze the upper-air structure and evolution around the frontal zone.
Horizontal structure and evolution
Distributions of upper-air relative vertical vorticity, horizontal divergence, and horizontal winds are shown in Fig. 7 . At the 850-hPa level, the association of the front with the large-scale shear line is evident in the downstream region of the Yangtze River ( Figs. 7a and 7d ). At this level, strong southwesterly winds related to the LLJ were observed south of the front. From 0200 LST to 0800 LST 21 June, wind speeds on both sides of the front increased. Especially, the LLJ developed in the eastern part of the downstream region of the Yangtze River at 0800 LST. Note that both cyclonic vorticity and convergence along the front increased during this period, with maximum vorticity greater than 8 Â 10 À5 s À1 and maximum convergence of the magnitude greater than 3:0 Â 10 À5 s À1 being found in the western part. Figure 7d also indicates that the development of convergence along the front was associated with the intensification of east-northeasterly winds north of the front. At the 500-hPa level, westerly winds prevailed immediately south and north of the front at 0200 LST (Fig. 7b ). By 0800 LST, winds north of the front became more northwesterly and winds south of the front became more southwesterly. Evident is the increase in cyclonic vorticity and convergence over the front associated with the change in the wind field at the 500-hPa level. Indeed, maximum vorticity at 0800 LST became larger than 4 Â 10 À5 s À1 , which was twice as large as that observed at the previous time. Meanwhile, the magnitude of maximum convergence at 0800 LST increased to be more than 6 Â 10 À5 s À1 , which was four times larger than that observed at 0200 LST. Note that both maximum vorticity and maximum convergence at the 500-hPa level were also located in the western part.
At the 300-hPa level, winds south of the front changed from west-northwesterlies at 0200 LST to north-northwesterlies at 0800 LST (Figs. 7c and 7f ). Accompanying this change, a core of convergence and a core of cyclonic vorticity developed south of the front at high levels.
Vertical structure
Previous analyses indicate that the front and convection along the front underwent a stronger development in the western part of the downstream region of the Yangtze River. Vertical cross sections at 0800 LST 21 June have been analyzed to demonstrate in detail the distinct structures of the front between the western and the eastern parts after it has developed. These vertical cross sections were normal to the rainband and also nearly normal to the front. Figure 8 shows the vertical structure of the frontal zone in the western part of the downstream region of the Yangtze River. In the vertical cross section showing the distribution of the cross-frontal component of winds ( Fig. 8a) , the interface of the positive and negative components below about 400 hPa was nearly vertical from the surface. This interface, which also represented the wind shear line, sloped northward with height at 0200 LST (not shown). It became steep with the intensification of winds north of the front at 0800 LST. Meanwhile, a region of the intense vertical shear of along-frontal winds extended over the front to about 600 hPa (Fig. 8b) . Figure 8a also indicates that low-level southwesterly winds (negative components) south of the front, which was associated with the LLJ as seen in Fig. 7d , rose up to high levels before it went to the rear of the front. In the western part, accompanying the development of deep upward motion over the front, a region of high relative humidity (> 90%) extended up from the surface till 300 hPa (Fig. 8c ). This indicates that there existed strong convection in the western part.
Vertical structure in the western part
Two vertical circulations are evident in Fig. 8c . The vertical circulation centered at about 500 hPa behind (north of ) the surface front was apparently associated with the Meiyu/Baiu front. Hereafter, this vertical circulation will be referred to as cross frontal circulation. The other vertical circulation was centered in the middle troposphere ahead (south) of the surface front. Hereafter, this vertical circulation will be referred to as prefrontal vertical circulation. The prefrontal vertical circulation could also be found at 0200 LST and was intensifying from that time (not shown). Figure 8c indicates that multiple centers existed within the prefrontal vertical circulation. It is noted that the prefrontal vertical circulation was toward the opposite direction of the cross frontal circulation. Its upward branch was associated with warmer air to the g north, while its downward branch was associated with colder air to the south. It is noted that the intensification of southerly winds at the 500-hPa level and northerly winds at the 300-hPa level south of the front (see Figs. 7e-f ) was associated with the development of the prefrontal vertical circulation.
5.2.2
Vertical structure in the eastern part Figure 9 shows the vertical structure of the frontal zone in the eastern part of the downstream region of the Yangtze River. There is a remarkable di¤erence of wind structures around the front in Fig. 9 when compared with Fig. 8 . The interface of the positive and negative cross-frontal wind components in the eastern part remained a considerable slope from the surface to about 600 hPa (Fig. 9a ). Low-level winds north of the front in the eastern part were much weaker than those in the western part ( Figs. 9a-b ). On the other hand, the crossfrontal component of the LLJ overran the front from low levels. Although the lift up of prefrontal low-level air by the front is evident, the rising prefrontal air got across the front at lower levels and possessed a considerable northward inclination (Fig. 9c) . Meanwhile, the shear associated with along-frontal winds was weaker than that in the western part (Fig. 9b) . These facts indicate that the front in the eastern part was shallower and weaker and possessed a gentler slope than that in the western part of the downstream region of the Yangtze River. Upward motion over the front in the eastern part was also much weaker than that in the western part ( Fig. 9c ). Corresponding to the weaker upward motion, a region of high relative humidity (> 90%) only extended up to 600 hPa, indicating that convection in the east part was much weaker.
Two distinct vertical circulations similar to those observed in the western part were also observed in the eastern part (Fig. 9c) . Nevertheless, the cross frontal circulation in the eastern part was much weaker than that in the western part. Its center was located at about 850 hPa, much lower than that in the western part. On the other hand, the prefrontal vertical circulation was more consolidated than that in the western part.
Fine structure and evolution of the front and precipitation
In this section, data from five Doppler radars were used to analyze the fine structure and evolution of the front and precipitation developed along the front in the downstream region of the Yangtze River.
Overview of the precipitation
The perspective of precipitation systems developed around the front as revealed by the HF radar is shown in Fig. 10 . It is evident that little rain existed along the front at 0200 LST 21 June (Fig.  10a ). At this time, topographic-enhanced precipitation developed south of the front. The meso-a-scale convective rainband as long as 400 km formed and developed along the front from about 0400 LST (Figs. 10b-f ). Several meso-b-scale convective systems (Orlanski 1975 ) evolved within the rainband.
The structure and evolution of meso-b-scale convective systems in the western part were distinct from those in the eastern part, especially after 0500 LST. In the western part, meso-b-scale convective systems evolved into narrow and consolidated convective lines. These convective lines propagated southward and lasted for a longer time. On the other hand, meso-b-scale convective systems in the eastern part were loosely organized and weakly developed linear convective systems. Evident is the northward extension of radar echoes in the eastern part. Apparently, meso-b-scale convective systems within the rainband have developed more strongly in the western part than those in the eastern part.
Evolution of the front and a meso-b-scale
convective system in the western part Figure 10 indicates that a linear meso-b-scale convective system formed and developed along the front within the western domain for the Doppler radar analysis after 0500 LST 21 June. Shown in Fig. 11 are horizontal sections of radar reflectivity and horizontal winds of the meso-b-scale convective system observed in the western domain at 0536 LST. At the 1.0-km level, strong linear radar echoes were located just north of a wind shear line related to the front (Fig. 11a) . Southwesterly winds and easterly winds generally existed to the south and north of the front, respectively. The wind shear line could also be recognized at the 3.0-km level (Fig. 11b ). On the other hand, southwesterly winds predominated at the 6.5-km level (Fig. 11c ). At this level and the 10.0-km level (Fig. 11d) , it is noted that northwesterly winds were observed. It appears that wind structures revealed by Doppler radars were generally similar to those analyzed from the surface and upper-air observations (see Figs. 5-7) .
A vertical section cut through strong radar echoes along the linear convective system at 0536 LST is shown in Fig. 12 . The vertical section is also nearly parallel to the front. It is found that convective updrafts and echoes developed along the front. Figure 13 shows a vertical section across the front for 0536 LST. Evident is a strong convective cell behind the front (Fig. 13a ). The intensity of the cell was greater than 40 dBZ and the top of the cell exceeded an altitude of 15 km. The magnitude of the updraft related to the cell reached about 4.5 m s À1 . It appears that the structure of the cell revealed by the Doppler radar analysis was consistent with the sounding observation that indicated the formation of taller convection with weaker updrafts (see Fig. 4 ). The updraft varied with height with a maximum in the middle troposphere. The structure and magnitude of the updraft observed in this study closely resembled those of the 90th percentile of the updraft velocity in simulated GATE convection (Xu and Randall 2001) . A rapid decrease of radar reflectivity with height above an altitude of 5 km (that is the height near 0 C) is also evident in Fig. 13a . As pointed out by Zipser and LeMone (1980) , such a reflectivity structure was consistent with weaker updrafts retrieved from Doppler radars. Figure 13 indicates that Doppler radars also captured the cross frontal circulation as analyzed from the upper-air observation (Fig. 8) . At 0536 LST, however, the frontal surface was lower and below an altitude of 1.5 km. Over the frontal surface from altitudes of 2 km to 5 km, it is noted that an area of northerly winds (toward the right in the figure) evolved just north of the strong convective cell. The lifting of the low-level flow by the front is clearly apparent from Fig. 13b . Similar to the result of the upper-air observation (see Fig. 8) , the lowlevel flow south of the front was lifted to higher levels before it flowed to the rear stratiform region. Note that the low-level cross-frontal flow south of the front was not so strong, with its maximum magnitude being about 6 m s À1 (Fig. 13b) .
South of the primary updraft, stronger southerly winds (toward the left in the figure) were found around an altitude of 6 km and northerly winds existed over those stronger southerly winds. This flow structure reflected the characteristic of the prefrontal vertical circulation captured by the upperair observation (see Fig. 8 ). It is noted that the primary updraft shown in Fig. 13a sloped northward largely (toward the left in the figure) at low levels and became nearly upright above an altitude of 6 km. Although the reason why the primary up- draft became erect was not clear, the erect updraft provided an optimal condition for the convection to develop deeply (Rotunno 1988 ). On the other hand, it is found that convective echoes south of the front were shallow and have never developed deeply.
During the next one hour, the meso-b-scale convective system moved slightly southward (Fig. 14) . The area of intense radar echoes has increased at both low and middle levels. Linear convective echoes to the south of the target convective system were associated with another meso-b-scale convective system, which is more clearly seen in Fig. 10e . It is noted that horizontal winds showed similar structures to those observed one hour before, except at low and middle levels behind the front where eastnortheasterly winds became stronger in intensity. Figures 15 and 16 depict vertical sections nearly parallel and normal to the front at 0636 LST, respectively. Convective updrafts over the front became stronger than before (Fig. 15 ). The frontal surface has reached a much higher height and became steeper behind the primary convective cell (Fig. 16) . Meanwhile, the cross frontal circulation increased in intensity. Its center was now located at an altitude of about 6 km, similar to that indicated by the upper-air observation (see Fig. 8c ). These facts suggest that the front had intensified during this period.
On the other hand, except the apparent change in the intensities of the cross frontal circulation and updrafts over the front, little change was found in the structure of the meso-b-scale convective system. Figure 16 indicates that the primary updraft and convective cell still existed just north of the front. Note that the primary updraft remained slope (upright) below (above) an altitude of 6 km. South of the primary updraft, northerly winds at high levels and strong southerly winds at middle levels could also be recognized. Meanwhile, convective echoes ahead of the front remained shallow and stratiform echoes appeared to the rear. for 0648 LST in the eastern domain are shown in Fig. 17 . Compared to consolidated radar echoes along the front in the western part, radar echoes in the eastern part were scattered. At the 0.5-km level, multiple linear precipitation cores appeared (Fig.  17a ). Southwesterly winds appeared south of the front and northeasterly and northwesterly winds were observed north of the front. Note that winds north of the front were much weaker than those in the western part (see Fig. 11 ). On the other hand, much stronger southwesterly winds were found above the 0.5-km level (Figs. 17b,c) . Meanwhile, west-northwesterly winds were observed at high levels (Fig. 17d) . A vertical section cut through intensive radar echoes along the linear precipitation near the front at 0648 LST is shown in Fig. 18 . Like the western part (see Figs. 12, 15) , convective updrafts and echoes also developed along the front in the eastern part. Nevertheless, the intensities of convective updrafts and echoes along the front in the eastern part were much weaker than those in the western part. A vertical section across the front indicates that the front in the eastern part was apparently shallow, with its height less than 1 km at 0648 LST (Fig. 19) . Compared to the one primary convective updraft and cell just north of the front in the western part (see Figs. 13, 16) , several updraft cores and convective cells existed across the front in the eastern part (Fig. 19a ). The maximum echo top of convective cells was around an altitude of 11 km, lower than that observed in the western part. To the north of the surface front, it is noted that downdrafts dominated at low levels, even over the frontal surface. Convective echoes decreased in intensity and became stratiform echoes as they were away from the front to the north.
In the eastern part, although the front was shallow, the lifting of the low-level warm and moist flow by the front is also apparent (Fig. 19b ). On the other hand, the cross-frontal flow south of the front was much stronger than that in the western part. Its speed had exceeded 12 m s À1 in the eastern part. Like what was observed by upper-air soundings (see Fig. 9) , the low-level cross-frontal flow south of the front penetrated far to the north of the surface front and did not go to higher levels. On the other hand, northerly winds (toward the right in the figure) existed over southerly winds. Stronger northerly winds were found just over the frontal surface at high levels. It appears that the mid-and high-level flow structure around the surface front in the eastern part also reflected the characteristic of the prefrontal vertical circulation observed by upper-air soundings in this region (see Fig. 9 ). By 0818 LST, the front in the eastern part also intensified, which is manifested by the fact that the magnitude of winds north of the front at the 0.5-km level has increased (Fig. 20a ). At this time, the front has retreated northward. Strong southwesterly winds could also be found at low and middle levels (Figs. 20b,c) and west-northwesterly winds were still observed at high levels (Fig. 20d) .
In contrast to the steady structure in the western part, the structure of the convective system in the eastern part changed with time considerably. Figure 21 shows a vertical section nearly parallel to the front at 0818 LST. It is evident that downdrafts have dominated some parts along the front at this time. A vertical section across the front for 0818 LST is shown in Fig. 22 . Compared to the former time (see Fig. 19 ), although the height of the frontal surface has increased to an altitude of 1.5 km and the intensity of updrafts has increased to 3.6 m s À1 (Fig. 22a) , echo top heights apparently decreased, being as low as 8 km. Updrafts triggered by the front tilted northward from lower levels to echo tops. Meanwhile, a broad region of stratiform precipitation appeared south of the front. Figure 22b indicates that the low-level flow south of the front was keeping the northward invasion over the front. On the other hand, it is noted that speeds of southerly winds at middle levels increased on both sides of the surface front at 0818 LST. At the same time, northerly winds over stronger southerly winds also intensified on both sides of the surface front.
Discussion
In the previous sections, the structure and evolution of a Meiyu/Baiu front and a meso-a-scale rainband developed along the front in the downstream region of the Yangtze River have been analyzed. The rainband consisted of several meso-b-scale convective systems. At the same time, the front and meso-b-scale convective systems in the western part showed the distinct structure and evolution from those in the eastern part. In this section, some important mesoscale processes related to the development and variability of the front and convective systems along the front will be discussed.
7.1 Mesoscale developing processes of the Meiyu/ Baiu front In the previous sections, it was shown that the Meiyu/Baiu front observed in the downstream region of the Yangtze River developed from a weak front with little convection into an intense one inducing the strong convective rainband along the front (Figs. 2, 5 ). The development of the front followed the increase in convergence both south and north of the front from 0200 LST (Fig. 5b ). This implies that mesoscale frontogenesis would play an important role in the intensification of the front. To estimate the surface frontogenesis, following equation (Miller 1948) 
where y is the potential temperature; o is the vertical p velocity; and u and v are the horizontal wind components. The first and second terms on the right-hand side represent stretching deformation and shear deformation, respectively. The sum of the first two terms represents the e¤ect of horizontal deformation. The third and fourth terms represent the tilting and diabatic e¤ects, respectively. Like previous studies (e.g., Chen and Li 1995) , it is found that the major contributor to the surface frontogenesis was associated with horizontal deformation. It is also found that the magnitude of stretching deformation in this case was twice as much as that of shear deformation. The distribution and evolution of the frontogenesis due to horizontal deformation at the surface is shown in Fig. 23 . As expected, the frontogenesis along the front in the downstream region of the Yangtze River began to be enhanced from 0200 LST 21 June (Figs. 23c,d) . It is well known that frontogenesis will produce a thermally direct circulation with the rising branch within warmer air and the sinking branch within colder air. Its rising branch will promote the development of convection. Consequently, the enhanced frontogenesis along the front from 0200 LST would account for At 0200 LST, it is noted that the intensification of convergence south of the front was associated with the divergence of low-level horizontal winds caused by the topographic-enhanced convective system around (30 N, 118 E) (Figs. 5b, 23d) . At the same time, the strongest convergence was found north of the front, which was responsible for the frontogenesis core around (33 N, 118.5 E) . Note that enhanced convergence just north of the front was related to the intensification of low-level northeasterly winds north of the front. It was shown that the intensification and southward advancement of low-level northeasterly winds north of the front were related to the development of divergence further to the north around 34 N from 0200 LST (Fig. 5 ). Before this time, it is noted that some precipitation systems near 34 N were decaying with the lowest TBB of clouds keeping increase with time . Meanwhile, cooling of the surface air was observed in this region (Fig. 6) . These facts suggest that the development of the divergence north of the front would be related to the evaporation of precipitation there. As indicated by Kato et al. (1995) and Geng and Yamada (2007) , it is fairly common for precipitation systems to form and develop in some distances north of the Meiyu/Baiu front over the China Continent. The dryness of low-level air (see Figs. 2, 3) north of the front would provide more favorable environment for the subcloud evaporation of precipitation than wet conditions usually found south of and along the front. It appears that the development of the Meiyu/Baiu front through a regulation of precipitation systems north of the front would be a significant mesoscale process.
It was also shown from the Doppler radar observation that the frontal surface became deeper both in the eastern and western parts as the convection triggered by the front developed along the front (Figs. 13, 16, 19, 22) . Especially, the front in the western part has developed much more deeply north of deeper and stronger convection. Many studies have investigated the impact of convective activities on the Meiyu/Baiu front over China. For example, Chen et al. (1998) found from numerical experiments that a Meiyu/Baiu front is weakened considerably in the absence of latent heating from convection along the front. Through potential vorticity diagnostic analysis, Chen et al. (2003) also indicated that latent heating by cumulus convection could further enhance the Meiyu/Baiu front. Like previous studies, such a positive feedback of convection to the development of a Meiyu/Baiu front could also be responsible for the further intensification of the front observed in the present case. The result of the present study further indicates that the distinct development of convective systems along the front would be important for creating a front with significant mesoscale along-frontal variation.
7.2 Distinct e¤ects of the LLJ on the development of convective systems As stated before, prefrontal environmental conditions of larger CAPE, smaller CIN, and lower LFC in the eastern part of the front imply that convection in this region could be stronger than that in the western part (Figs. 4) . Nevertheless, both the upper-air observation and Doppler radar analysis showed the opposite result (Figs. 8, 9, (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) . It was shown that a subsynoptic-scale LLJ formed south of the front (Figs. 3, 7 ). It appears that the distinct evolution of the LLJ would have a great impact on the variational development of convective systems along the front. The Doppler radar analysis showed that the intensity of the low-level cross-frontal flow south of the front was much weaker in the western part than that in the eastern part. This suggests the di¤erent orientation of the LLJ to the front in each part.
In the western part, the LLJ approached the front at a sharp angle (Fig. 24 ). This would be responsible for the weaker cross-frontal flow at low levels south of the front. It is noted that the primary convection moved southward together with the front and was always located just north of the front, which would allow it to be fed with low-level warm and moist air constantly. This situation apparently provided a favorable condition for convection and precipitation to develop strongly in the western part.
In the eastern part, on the other hand, the LLJ approached and overtook the front nearly at a right angle (Fig. 25) . Although convective echoes formed near the front due to the lifting of low-level warm and moist air by the front, they soon moved far away from the front to the north and were followed by new convective echoes forming near the front. This would contribute to the northward extension of precipitation ( Fig. 10 ) and the formation of multiple linear precipitation cores in the eastern part (Fig. 17) . It is noted from Fig. 25 that the northward movement of convective echoes was quite similar to the speed of the northward penetration of the LLJ. This implies that the fast northward movement of convective echoes in the eastern part would be due to the steering by the LLJ. In the eastern part, as a convective cell forming near the front soon moved north of the front with a new one being generated south of the old one, the old convective cell was soon cut o¤ from the supplement of low-level warm and moist air and dominated by downdrafts at low levels (Fig. 19a) . Consequently, this situation would have caused convection and precipitation in the eastern part to be weak.
It implies that the nearly parallel orientation of the LLJ to the front as seen in Fig. 24 would let the LLJ have a little e¤ect on the movement of the convection relative to the front. On the other hand, the nearly normal orientation of the LLJ to the front as seen in Fig. 25 would let the LLJ exert strong impact on the movement of the convection away from the front. It appears that the normal orientation of the LLJ to the front would provide a favorable situation for the LLJ to overrun the front. Such an overrunning of the LLJ may be interpreted according to a theory viewing the balance between the horizontal vorticity of the environmental wind and the horizontal vorticity produced by the cold air at lower levels (e.g., Rotunno et al. 1988 ). Note that the normal orientation of the LLJ to the front causes the substantial cross-frontal component of the vertical shear below the jet maximum on the south side of the front (Fig. 19) . In light of the theory of Rotunno et al. (1988) , the strong prefrontal low-level flow would rapidly overrun the front after being lifted by the front, because it holds the considerable horizontal vorticity having the same sign as that created by the low-level cold air. It was shown that the LLJ was intensifying in the eastern part during the observation (Fig. 7) . Although processes related to the intensification of the LLJ need further investigation, it seems that convective activities around the front (see Fig. 10 ) may play an important role (e.g., Nagata and Ogura 1991; Chen et al. 2006) .
While the importance of the LLJ in the formation of heavy rainfall has been stressed by many previous studies (e.g., Ninomiya and Akiyama 1992) , the present paper has shown that the LLJ would also play an opposite role when it orients at a nearly right angle to the Meiyu/Baiu front. It appears that the orientation of the LLJ to the Meiyu/ Baiu front can be a supplementary measure that could make the tie of the LLJ to the heavy rainfall more precise. This study implies that the orientation of the LLJ to the front at a sharp angle is more favorable for the formation of strong convective systems along the Meiyu/Baiu front.
Summary and conclusions
The mesoscale structure and evolution of a Meiyu/Baiu front and precipitation along the front observed in the downstream region of the Yangtze River on 21 June 2002 have been analyzed by utilizing data from intensive observations of upper-air, surface, and five Doppler radars, as well as GMS IR and GANAL data. It is found that the front collocated with a large-scale wind shear line. The frontal zone was characterized by a subsynopticscale low-level jet (LLJ) to the south and the strong cross-frontal gradient of moisture. Meanwhile, a thermally direct circulation was observed ahead of the front and was centered in the middle troposphere. The prefrontal vertical circulation was toward the opposite direction of the vertical circulation associated with the front. It is found that the front evolved from an inactive front with little convection along it to an intensive one inducing a strong meso-a-scale rainband. The meso-a-scale rainband triggered by the front was composed of several meso-b-scale convective systems.
The activation of the front mainly followed an increase in the intensity of low-level eastnortheasterly winds north of the front. The intensification of low-level east-northeasterly winds, which was associated with the development of the lowlevel divergence related to the evaporative cooling of precipitation systems located further to the north, would have helped to strengthen the lowlevel convergence and thermal contrast across the front, thus enhance the low-level frontogenesis along the front. Meanwhile, it appears that the latent heat release of convective systems developed along the front have exerted a positive feedback on the further development of the front. At the same time, distinct behaviors of the LLJ were found in the western and eastern parts of the downstream region of the Yangtze River. In the western part, the orientation of the LLJ to the front was at a sharp angle. In the eastern part, on the other hand, the LLJ oriented nearly normal to the front, overran the front at lower levels, and penetrated far to the north of the front. Three-dimensional kinematic and reflectivity structures of two meso-b-scale convective systems, where one was in the western part and the other was in the eastern part, have been examined comprehensively from the Doppler radar analysis. In the western part, the meso-b-scale convective system evolved in a quasi-steady state. It was characterized by a deep and strong convective cell just north of the front and limited stratiform precipitation to the rear of the strong convective cell. In this region, the primary updraft triggered by the front sloped largely northward in the lower troposphere and became nearly upright and strong from the middle troposphere. On the other hand, the meso-b-scale convective system in the eastern part was featured by multiple shallow and weak convective cells across the front and extended stratiform precipitation both south and north of convective cells. In this region, a convective cell that was generated near the front soon moved northward and became decaying to the north of the front. A new convective cell repeatedly formed near the front after the old one moved away.
It appears that distinct behaviors of the LLJ would have greatly a¤ected the convective organization along the front. In the western part, the sharp orientation of the LLJ to the front would allow the convection triggered by the front to be attached to the front and to be fed with warm and moist air constantly. These processes would account for the generation of narrow and consolidated meso-b-scale convective systems in the western part. In the eastern part, on the other hand, the overrun of the LLJ to the north of the surface front would force the convection triggered by the front to move fast away from the front and to be cut o¤ soon from prefrontal low-level warm and moist air. These processes would be responsible for the formation of weak, wide and loosely organized meso-b-scale convective systems in the eastern part. This study has shown that the evolution of the frontal zone and convective systems along a Meiyu/Baiu front can be significantly distinct in the downstream region of the Yangtze River. It appears that the mesoscale along-frontal variability of the Meiyu/Baiu frontal zone can be one of significant factors a¤ecting modes of convective organization and determining where deep convection (thus heavy rainfall) would occur along the front in a limited distance. 
